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The acquisition of melodic form and meaning in yes-no interrogatives by Catalan and Spanish speaking children

Abstract: This study investigates the link between interrogative intonation and meaning in child-directed speech (henceforth CDS) and how this is reflected in the early development of yes-no-interrogatives of Catalan- and Spanish-speaking children. Previous research found that children before the two-word period produce several types of interrogatives and that their productions generally reflect the adult inventory pattern (Lleó & Rakow 2011; Prieto et al. 2012). Yet prior studies have not included an analysis of the pragmatic meanings that are encoded intonationally. This investigation takes an integrated approach to the study of intonational development within the domain of yes-no questions, exploring further the correspondence between intonational form and meaning in early interrogative production and relating it to the pragmatics of interrogative intonation in child-directed speech. A set of 723 interrogative utterances produced by 3 Catalan- and 2 Spanish-acquiring children between the onset of interrogative production and 2;4 were pragmatically and then prosodically analyzed, as well as a set of 867 utterances from Catalan and Spanish CDS. The data were extracted from the Serra-Solé Catalan Corpus and the Ojea and López-Ornat Spanish Corpora in CHILDES. Production results show that all children perform some instance of questioning before the two-word period and that their productions generally reflect the adult inventory patterns. Moreover, the results show a preference relationship between the different types of nuclear pitch configurations and the pragmatic meanings that underlie the yes-no-interrogative forms. Finally, these results highlight the importance of the assessment of form-meaning relationships for the understanding of intonational development.
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1 Introduction

The emergence of intonational grammar in early speech has been shown to be temporally related to the onset of speech and the presence of a small lexicon (e.g., Chen & Fikkert 2007, for Dutch; Frota & Vigário 2008, for European Portuguese; Prieto & Vanrell 2007; Prieto et al. 2012, for Catalan and Spanish). Frota and Vigário (2008) found that a European Portuguese child acquired the inventory of pitch accents and boundary tones in an adult-like way at 1;9 (years;months), with the emergence of such contours as early as 1;5. In their analysis of four Catalan children and two Peninsular Spanish children, Prieto et al. (2012) found that Catalan and Spanish children produce the basic phonologically distinct F0 contours of their ambient language from the onset of their speech. Either a few months after the onset of speech or before the child reaches an age of two, each child exhibits a ‘jump’ in the number of nuclear configuration types, exhibiting an important knowledge of the adult intonational grammar. Even though these studies seem to point to an early acquisition of the target adult intonational forms by children, little is known about the acquisition of intonational meaning and whether the presence of these contours in early child speech correlate in discourse with specific semantic and pragmatic meanings.

Very few studies have analyzed the development of interrogative intonation (e.g., Lleó & Rakow 2011; Armstrong 2012, for Spanish; Prieto et al. 2012, for Catalan and Spanish; among others). Some studies have concentrated on the acquisition of the phonetic properties of interrogative intonation, like Lleó and Rakow (2011), who showed that monolingual Spanish children do not produce the scaling properties of nuclear and prenuclear pitch accents in statements and interrogatives in a target-like way before three years of age. Armstrong (2012) investigated the acquisition of interrogative forms by two Puerto Rican Spanish toddlers between the ages of 19 and 43 months, taking into account the relationship between intonation form and meaning. The production results showed that children first acquire the default pitch contour encoding interrogativity. In addition, she finds evidence that children start producing two specialized con-
tours that encode epistemic information in addition to interrogativity around 33 months. Still, little is known about the development of the melodic form and pragmatic meaning of interrogatives.

Recent research shows that the correspondence between pragmatic meaning and intonation is not as straightforward as once assumed. For adult speech, past literature suggested that there is a one-to-one mapping between pragmatic meaning and a specific intonational contour, with variation only introduced to reflect speaker information, such as class, age, or sex (Bolinger 1989). Bolinger (1989: 9) states “that the intonation configurations of which speakers avail themselves are the same for everyone, and the differences are in frequency and modulation.” Yet recent research looking more closely at the relationship between intonation and pragmatic meaning shows that form-meaning correspondences can be quite loose. Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert (1990: 284) discuss how specific intonation contours can adopt different pragmatic meanings depending on the discourse context rather than having a singular meaning unto themselves. For example, Ward and Hirschberg (1985) show how the same configuration of L^*+H LH% can be interpreted with irony, incredulity, politeness or certainty, depending on pragmatic context. Further work by Hirschberg (2002) considers intonational meaning to be a form of conversational implicature (in the Gricean sense) and that speakers can exploit common ground and shared knowledge in order to alter the interpretation of a specific intonational contour. For example, the rising boundary tone in English does not always reflect uncertainty or questioning, but it can be used ironically or rhetorically depending on the discourse context (Hirschberg 2002).

Other work on the interpretation of interrogatives in English shows that pragmatic context is essential in order to understand the intended meaning of a terminal rise (Gunlogson 2003). In Peninsular Spanish, Escandell-Vidal’s (1998) proposal within Relevance Theory crucially links the role of intonation with context. One example discussed in this theory is the fall-rise contour. This contour is generally associated with a ‘genuine question’ interpretation, but it can also be used for rhetorical questions, indirect requests, or offers (Escandell-Vidal 1998). More recently, Armstrong (2012) showed that context is used as a mitigating factor in the interpretation of a nuclear contour type for interrogatives in Puerto Rican Spanish. In her study, she performed a series of perceptual experiments with adults showing how biasing a specific context will lead to different interpretations of the same nuclear contour type. Additionally, her work showed that there is a default interpretation when the contour is used in a neutral condition. There is thus a considerable amount of research that shows the complex nature of the mapping between intonational contour and pragmatic meaning, with discourse context playing an essential role.
In this study, we take a comprehensive viewpoint to the analysis of yes-no interrogatives by considering in detail their form-meaning relationships. This investigation jointly explores the acquisition of intonation and meaning in early child speech and child-directed speech for yes-no interrogative utterances in a corpus of Catalan and Spanish natural child speech data. The goals of this study are threefold. First, we prosodically analyze yes-no interrogatives and their related pragmatic meanings as they appear in child-directed speech (CDS). Second, we also prosodically and pragmatically describe the yes-no interrogatives produced by three Catalan- and two Spanish-acquiring children between the ages of 1;5 and 2;4. Finally, we investigate the relationship between the intonational form of yes-no questions and their corresponding pragmatic meanings as produced by both children and adults. This work is part of a larger project on the early intonational development in Catalan- and Spanish-speaking children between the ages of 1;0 and 2;4. It represents an extension of the analysis of the general database, which is reported in Prieto et al. (2012).

Many languages have been shown to have intonational contours associated with different types of pragmatic meanings for yes-no (yn) questions. The three most common pragmatic distinctions for the yes-no interrogative are between information-seeking questions, confirmation-seeking questions, and echo questions. While languages employ individual strategies to express these pragmatic distinctions, many often use prosody to distinguish between two or more of these pragmatic types. For example, languages including Cantonese, Italian, Japanese, and Portuguese use prosody to distinguish information-seeking questions from confirmation-seeking questions (Wong et al. 2005, for Cantonese; Grice et al. 2005; Savino & Grice 2011, for Italian; Venditti et al. 2006, for English; Venditti 2005, for Japanese; Santos & Mata 2008; Vigário & Frota 2003, for Portuguese). Additionally, German, Chickasaw, and Swedish differentiate information-seeking from echo questions through their use of prosody (Grice et al. 2005, for German; Gordon 2005, for Chickasaw; House 2002, 2003, for Swedish). Interestingly, Spanish and Catalan are examples of languages that have been reported to exhibit intonational distinctions among all three of these types of yn-questions: confirmation-seeking, information-seeking, and echo questions (Navarro Tomás 1968; Quilis 1985; Escandell-Vidal, 1998, for Spanish; Prieto 2014; Vanrell et al. 2013, for Catalan).

In this study, intonation patterns, both in child speech and in child-directed speech, will be analyzed from a prosodic point of view within the Autosegmental Metrical framework (henceforth, AM framework). As is well known, the AM model (Pierrehumbert 1980; Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986; Gussenhoven 2002; Jun 2005; Ladd 2008; among others) has become the most widely used phonological framework for analyzing intonation. With respect to its application to the
analysis of child prosody, recent work has proven that this model is adequate to investigate the early intonation patterns in child speech, since early child productions have shown a consistent phonological association between tones and metric structure (see Prieto et al. 2012; Prieto et al. 2011, for Catalan and Spanish; Chen & Fikkert 2007, for Dutch; Frota & Vigário 2008, for European Portuguese). We thus use an AM analysis to transcribe early intonation contours produced by Catalan and Spanish children.

2 Methodology

2.1 Participants

For the Peninsular Spanish data, the empirical bases of our investigations are the Ojea corpus and the López-Ornat corpus, both available in CHILDES. These contain the transcribed speech of two Peninsular Spanish speaking children, Irene of the Oviedo dialect and María of the Madrid dialect. Both families exclusively used Spanish in the home.

For the Catalan data we used the Serra-Solé corpus, also available in the CHILDES database. This corpus contains the transcribed speech of four Catalan-acquiring children: Gisela, Guillem, Laura, and Pep. The families of all four of these children almost exclusively used Central Catalan within their family context. There was only limited contact with Peninsular Spanish outside the home. For this part of the study only Gisela, Guillem, and Laura were included in the analysis due to the fact that Pep did not produce any interrogatives during the analyzed age range.

The study’s speech and video data on each child were compiled and submitted into the PhonBank database. PhonBank extends a given CHILDES database in the domain of phonetics and phonology and contains video files, sound files, and some phonological transcriptions (MacWhinney 1992; Rose et al. 2006; Rose & MacWhinney, 2014).

2.2 Materials

The data analyzed for this study were taken from a larger project studying the acquisition of intonation in Spanish- and Catalan-acquiring children. For this part of the study, the data utilized went from the age at which each child uttered their first yn-questions (between 1;5 and 1;7) through 2;4. Additionally, the yn-interrogatives of the adults present in the play sessions with the children were
analyzed when the children were 1;7, 1;9, 1;11, 2;1 and 2;3. The speech from the adults of the two Spanish-speaking children and two of the adults from the Catalan-speaking children were analyzed. The form-meaning correspondences obtained for the child-directed *yn*-interrogatives were used as a baseline of comparison for the children data, as well as to provide an analysis of how Spanish and Catalan adults use interrogative intonation.

Table 1 presents a summary of the data used from both the children and the adults including the age of the child’s first interrogative, the child’s Mean Length Utterance in words (MLUw) at the age of their first interrogative (given in parentheses), the number of *yn*-interrogatives uttered by the child during that age range (from the onset of interrogative production until 2;4), and finally the number of child-directed speech (CDS) interrogatives uttered to the child between the ages of 1;7 and 2;3. The MLUw (Table 1) reflects the average number of words that make up an utterance for a child at a particular age. In this case, the MLUw shows that all of the children exhibit interrogatives well before they reach an MLUw of 2.0, the point at which they enter the two-word stage. María does not have data available in the corpus before age 1;7, where she already exhibits an MLUw of 2.0, so it is not possible to state when her first interrogative actually was uttered. As shown in Table 1 and mentioned in Section 2.1, the Catalan-speaking child Pep was not included in the child speech analysis due to his lack of interrogative production during this age range. However, the CDS data of Pep’s caregivers were analyzed and those data are included in the final analysis. Due to the large amount of CDS data available and analyzed from Guillem and Pep’s caregivers, none of the CDS data from Laura and Gisela’s caregivers were analyzed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Child Age at First Interrogative (MLUw)</th>
<th># of Child YN-Interrogatives (onset of interrogative to 2;4)</th>
<th># of CDS YN-Interrogatives (1;7–2;3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irene</td>
<td>1;5 (1.5)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>María</td>
<td>1;7 (2.0)</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td>437</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillem</td>
<td>1;9 (1.3)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pep</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura</td>
<td>1;9 (1.1)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gisela</td>
<td>1;8 (1.0)</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Catalan</td>
<td></td>
<td>286</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2.3 Prosodic and pragmatic analyses

The interrogative data were segmented and transcribed pragmatically using *Phon* (Rose et al. 2006) and prosodically analyzed using *Praat* (Boersma & Weenink 2009). The coding of the pragmatics and the prosody was performed separately so as to not have the pragmatic interpretation affect the choice of the nuclear configuration contour. The same transcriber coded the pragmatic types and the prosodic labels for a given child. The transcribers met weekly over the course of a semester in order to discuss the coding and maintain a consensus for both the pragmatic and prosodic transcriptions. These meetings served as training sessions to better identify melodies and pragmatic classes. The authors of this study performed all transcriptions.

Furthermore, an inter-transcriber reliability test for the labeling of intonation was performed on a subset of the transcriptions from the originally analyzed data set of utterances from these corpora. A total of 80 randomly selected utterances from the children’s databases were labeled prosodically by three independent transcribers using the Cat_ToBI and Sp_ToBI systems. A comparison of the tonal transcription across the three transcribers revealed a 77% consistency in pitch accent and boundary tone decisions, which confirms that the transcribers were quite reliable in their prosodic. See Prieto et al. (2012) for a more detailed description on reliability measures and statistics of the analyzed corpora.

2.3.1 Pragmatic analysis

An expanded range of pragmatic types, based initially on Escandell-Vidal’s (1998) analysis, was used to categorize the *yn*-interrogative utterances. Specifically, the five pragmatic types used in this analysis were based on a combination of work by Holzman (1972), Sosa (1999), and the Map Task system (Anderson et al. 1991; Carletta et al. 1995). The five different pragmatic types for *yn*-questions are: information-seeking, confirmation-seeking, offers, pure echoes, and presumptive (or counter-expectational) echoes. Table 2 summarizes these pragmatic types and gives their definitions, as well as an example of each kind in English.

In *Phon*, we used eight tiers to code the data for each interrogative utterance. The tier labels are as follows: 1) Speaker (Name) 2) Orthography, 3) IPA Target, 4) IPA Actual, 5) Segment Time/Duration, 6) Response, 7) Pragmatic Meaning, and 8) Intention. The first tier provides the name of the subject under analysis. The second, third and fourth tiers give the orthographic transcription, the phonetic target in IPA transcription, as well as the actual phonetic production in IPA transcription of the selected *yn*-interrogative utterance. The fifth tier was
generated automatically by Phon and displays the start and end time of the analyzed segment taken from the larger session. The sixth tier gives the response to the interrogative, which aided in verifying the pragmatic type from its discourse context. The seventh tier gives the pragmatic type label (see Table 2), and the eighth and final tier allows the transcriber to identify the speaker’s actual contextual intent for that interrogative. For this subset of data, all of the utterances were of the yn-interrogative type. Figure 1 shows an example of this labeling schema in Phon. The labeling schema described above was used for each utterance.

### 2.3.2 Prosodic analysis

Importantly, each interrogative utterance was independently exported for a separate acoustic and prosodic analysis in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2009), following the Cat_ToBI and Sp_ToBI transcription systems (see Prieto 2014, for the most recent version of Cat_ToBI; Estebas-Vilaplana & Prieto 2010 and Hualde & Prieto to appear 2015, for the most recent version of Peninsular Spanish Sp_ToBI). Since all of the utterances were prosodically analyzed separately from the pragmatics, context did not influence the nuclear contour selection of the transcriber.

### Table 2: List of pragmatic types with representative examples from English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pragmatic Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information-seeking (I)</strong></td>
<td>“Does John like oranges?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confirmation-seeking (C)</strong></td>
<td>“So María is going to the party too?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“So is that the color red?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offers (O)</strong></td>
<td>“Do you want a piece of candy?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Will you get the book?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pure Echos (E)</strong></td>
<td>“The bear turned the handle?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presumptive Echos (P)</strong></td>
<td>“You walked with only one leg?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Context: During a conversation in a loud restaurant, a listener does not clearly hear the subject of an utterance: “The bear turned the handle?”*
Fig. 1: Screenshot of the *Phon* program illustrating the labeling schema for the pragmatic analysis. The window includes the movie of the play session, the waveform of the audio, and an example utterance that is labeled for its speaker, orthography, IPA target, IPA actual, segment duration, adult response, pragmatic meaning, and speaker intention.
Traditional studies describe the standard *yn*-question intonation in Peninsular Spanish as having a low-rising configuration, L* H% (e.g., Navarro Tomás 1968: 135; Quilis 1993: 414). Further studies though have identified three patterns for *yn*-questions including a rising contour (L* H%), a high-rise contour (L+H* H%), and a circumflex contour, which has a rising-falling pattern after the initial descent (L+¡H* L%) (Sp_ToBI transcriptions are given in parentheses) (Fernández Ramírez 1957–1959; Escandell-Vidal 1998). Specifically for Spanish, Escandell-Vidal (1998) proposes an analysis of these three contours within Relevance Theory and through the notion of procedural encoding, assigning a dominant pragmatic interpretation to each contour type (Wilson & Sperber 1993). Intonation is assumed to be a ‘procedural expression’, that is, it encodes the constraints on the inferential phase of comprehension by restricting the range of possible interpretations of a sentence. Thus, Escandell-Vidal (1998) interprets the three nuclear contour types and their related meanings for the *yn*-interrogatives in Spanish. These three types are information-seeking questions, confirmation-seeking questions, and both pure and presumptive echo questions. Table 3 presents a summary of these three preferred interpretations in adult Spanish, as well as their corresponding tonal nuclear configuration (for a more comprehensive description, see Estebas-Vilaplana & Prieto 2010 and Hualde & Prieto to appear

**Table 3**: Summary of *yn*-question nuclear contour types in Peninsular Spanish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YN-Question Type</th>
<th>Nuclear Configuration (Sp_ToBI annotation)</th>
<th>Dominant Pragmatic Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information-seeking</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="L* H%" /></td>
<td>Information-seeking questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation-seeking Offer/Request</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="L+H* H%" /></td>
<td>Speaker conveys that s/he has some knowledge about the answer; also, offer/request/invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure and Presumptive Echoes</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="L+¡H* L%" /></td>
<td>Speaker echoes the thought attributed to someone else</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2015). For example, the high-rising nuclear configuration, namely L+H* H% opposed to the rising L* H% configuration, has been characterized as suggesting a cooperative meaning (i.e., the speaker and the listener know something about the answer; there is a sense of mutual assistance), especially in child-directed speech (Escandell-Vidal 1998).

The table provides the yn-question pragmatic type, the schema of the nuclear configuration and its Sp_ToBI label, and a general semantic description of the dominant pragmatic meaning for each contour type.

For Catalan, research has revealed four different yn-interrogative nuclear configuration types (Bonet 1986; Prieto 2002; Prieto 2014). These four types include the three nuclear configuration types (rising, high-rise, and rising-falling) found in Spanish as well as an additional fourth kind: a falling pitch contour pattern typically interpreted as a confirmation-seeking question (H+L* L%).

**Table 4: Summary of yn-question nuclear contour types in Central Catalan.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YN-Question Type</th>
<th>Nuclear Configuration (Cat_ToBI annotation)</th>
<th>Dominant Pragmatic Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information-seeking (&amp; Presumptive Echo)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="L* H%" /></td>
<td>Information-seeking question (or, Speaker echoes the thought attributed to someone else with incredulity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation-seeking</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="H+L* L%" /></td>
<td>Speaker conveys that s/he has some knowledge about the answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Echo</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="L+1H* L%" /></td>
<td>Speaker echoes the thought attributed to someone else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer/Request/Inviting</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="L+H* H%" /></td>
<td>Speaker conveys a more polite form in an effort to offer, request or invite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 presents a summary of the commonly occurring nuclear pitch configurations of interrogative utterances in adult Central Catalan.

Figure 2 shows an example of the orthographic and prosodic transcription for the utterance “¿Otra vez?” ‘Again?’ produced by Irene at age 1;6 with an L* H% nuclear configuration, which includes both a nuclear pitch accent (L*) and a boundary tone (H%). The Praat image gives the spectrogram, F0 track, and the waveform of the utterance as well as a TextGrid displaying information about the utterance. In the Praat TextGrid, the first tier displays the tonal transcription for the utterance while the second gives the orthographic transcription of the utterance. Finally, the third tier shows the strength of the prosodic boundaries (on a scale from 0 to 4 with 0 representing no break and 4 representing the boundary at the end of an Intonational Phrase). An optional fifth tier (not displayed) was also available for the transcriber to note any comments about the utterance (e.g., child-directed speech characteristics).

3 Results

Results for the prosodic and pragmatic analyses of the yn-interrogative corpus data are presented for both the child-directed speech (CDS) and the children data. In each of these sections, the Peninsular Spanish data results are presented first followed by the Central Catalan data results.
3.1 Child-directed speech results

3.1.1 Peninsular Spanish

Six different nuclear configuration types were identified in the target interrogative sentences in the child-directed speech, with the three primary types for yn-interrogatives in Spanish making up 92 percent of the nuclear configuration contours (i.e., L* H%, L+H* H%, and L+¡H* L%; see Table 3). First, Figure 3 shows the frequencies of each of the nuclear configuration types found in both the CDS and the child speech. (The child speech results for Spanish will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1). Typically, child-directed intonational contours are produced with an increased pitch range, lengthened duration, register shift, and/or final mid boundary tones, all characteristics of child-directed speech. The results for the Spanish CDS interrogatives only (i.e., not the Catalan CDS) are reported more extensively in Prieto et al. (2011).

Second, Figure 4 shows the distribution of pragmatic meanings that have been typically associated with these three contours. The five pie graphs in Figure 4 show the nuclear contour patterns observed for each of the pragmatic types analyzed. In each pie graph, the pitch contour percentage that has been commonly associated in the literature to that pragmatic type is bolded as a reference.
point (see Table 3 for a full list of the nuclear configuration contours in Peninsular Spanish and their commonly corresponding pragmatic types). These results show that multiple contour types were associated with each of the *yn*-interrogative pragmatic types, indicating that there is no one-to-one nuclear configuration pattern to pragmatic type mapping. For example, it is evident from the pie graphs in Figure 4 that L+¡H* L% is a productive nuclear configuration pattern in Spanish CDS and is used for every pragmatic type with varying degrees of frequency.

The nuclear configurations hypothesized in previous literature to correspond to each pragmatic type were in fact found to be prominent (but not always dominant) patterns in the Spanish CDS (Figure 4). Following the observations made in the literature, offer interrogatives were most frequently represented by L+H* H%; presumptive echoes were also commonly associated with L+¡H* L%. Both of these results support the observation by other researchers outlined in the introduction. In a point of divergence from previous literature, however, for information-seeking interrogatives, the most frequently identified nuclear configuration type was actually the L+H* H%, with 45% of the data, while the typically associated L* H% pattern accounted for 35% of the data. For confirmation-seeking interrogatives, the expected associated contour was L+H* H%, appearing in 39% of cases. However, the most frequent type for confirmation-seeking interrogatives was the L+¡H* L% pattern, accounting for 53% of the data. For echo questions, two nuclear configuration patterns were found with relatively equal frequencies: the expected L+¡H* L% in 37% of the data and the L+H* H% contour in 41% of the data.

3.1.2 Central Catalan

Figure 5 provides the frequencies of each of the nuclear configuration types found in the spontaneous speech data analyzed for both the CDS and the child speech
Six different nuclear configuration types were identified in the Central Catalan CDS, with the four types associated with yn-interrogatives (see Table 4), making up 91 percent of the data. (The child speech data for Catalan will be discussed in Section 3.2.2).

While Figure 5 shows the distribution of nuclear configuration types found across all instances of yn-interrogatives, Figure 6 illustrates the full breakdown of which nuclear contours are associated with each of the pragmatic types for the Central Catalan CDS. For each pragmatic type, a pie graph presents which nuclear configuration patterns were produced. As with the Peninsular Spanish data, the Central Catalan CDS shows that for each pragmatic type, there are a number of different nuclear contour patterns (Figure 6). For each of the five pragmatic types of Catalan yn-interrogatives, several nuclear configurations were identified. For information-seeking interrogatives, the commonly associated L* H% contour accounts for 61% of the data, with an additional 33% being accounted for by the other rising contour L+H* H%. Again, for confirmation-seeking questions, the most frequent nuclear configuration in the CDS was the H+L* L%, typically described in the literature. Also, offering questions were most frequently associated with the L+H* H% nuclear configuration pattern. Both the pure and the presumptive echoes were most frequently realized by the L* H% contour, an association which was not identified by the literature. This pattern reinforces the idea...
that the L* H% contour is serving multiple purposes in the Central Catalan CDS data, similar to the way the L+¡H* L% and L* H% contours behave in the Peninsular Spanish CDS results.

3.2 Child speech results

3.2.1 Peninsular Spanish

The yn-interrogative nuclear configuration contours of L+H* H%, L* H%, and L+¡H* L% were found to be the three most common contours in the children data. Referring back to Section 3.1.1, Figure 3 shows a bar graph depicting the frequencies of each of these three nuclear configuration type for the Peninsular Spanish-speaking children alongside the adults’ child-directed speech. This graph indicates a preference for these three nuclear contours in yn-interrogatives for both the Spanish CDS and child speech. One difference between the two groups (meaning CDS and child speech) is the frequency of the L* H% pattern, which is more common in child speech.

Figure 7 gives the nuclear contour type distribution for each of the pragmatic types for the Spanish-speaking children. For information-seeking questions, the L* H% contour (the contour typically associated with this meaning in the literature) accounted for 43% of the child speech data. The high-rise contour L+H* H% was the second most common for information-seeking questions, comprising 34% of the data. We noted a similar pattern in the CDS confirmation-seeking questions, with both of these contours representing the majority of the intonation contours associated with this meaning. In fact, confirmation-seeking and information-seeking interrogative results are more evenly distributed than offer ques-
Acquisition of yn-interrogatives amongst the three nuclear configuration types. The offer interrogatives support the findings of previous literature, with L+H* H% as the most dominant pattern. The two types of echo interrogatives most often employ the L+¡H* L% contour, showing that children use one of the most common adult contours within this pragmatic type (see Figure 4).

Examples of different pragmatic types found in the child corpus data, each matching the most frequent nuclear configuration for that type, are presented below in Figures 8, 9, and 10. Figure 8 shows the spectrogram, F0 track, and waveform of the child María at 2;2 uttering “¿Estás sentado?” ‘Are you sitting?’, an

![Fig. 7: Pie graphs depicting the percentages of occurrence of the nuclear configuration contours for each of the five pragmatic types in Peninsular Spanish child speech. The percentage that commonly corresponds (in the previous literature) with the contour for each pragmatic type is bolded.](image)

![Fig. 8: Waveform, spectrogram, F0 contour and prosodic labeling of the information-seeking question “¿Estás sentado?” ‘Are you sitting?’ uttered by María at 2;2.](image)
information-seeking question with the adult-like L* H% nuclear configuration type. The same child additionally utters “¿Quieres café más?” ‘Do you want more coffee?’, an offer or request pragmatic interpretation with the typical L+H* H% nuclear configuration (Figure 9). Finally, an example of an echo question with the
L+¡H* L% nuclear accent type is found in the question “Aquello?” ‘That one?’ said by María at 2;2 (Figure 10). Note that the context in which each question was stated as well as the response in return was taken into account when deciding on the pragmatic type and intention of the speaker.

### 3.2.2 Central Catalan

Figure 5 in Section 3.1.2 contains a bar graph depicting the frequencies of the distinct nuclear configuration types for both the child speech and adults’ CDS data for Central Catalan. Only three of the four adult tonal nuclear configuration patterns were found in the Catalan children data: L+H* H%, L* H%, and H+L* L% (missing is L+¡H* L%). Of the three nuclear accent patterns analyzed, the L+H* H% made up 51% of the produced yn-interrogatives. The second most frequent nuclear accent was the L* H%, making up 36% of the data, and finally the H+L* L% accounted for 13% of the data. The nuclear configuration pattern that was not produced by any of the children in this age range was L+¡H* L%, which was also very infrequent in the adult CDS data. By contrast, the Spanish data are quite different. Since the L+¡H* L% pattern appears quite frequently in the Spanish CDS data, Spanish children do use it frequently as well (see Figure 7 in Section 3.2.1).

The nuclear contour types found for each pragmatic type in Catalan child speech are shown in the pie graphs in Figure 11. The confirmation-seeking (H+L* L%), offers (L+H* H%), and presumptive echo interrogatives (L* H%) all show a preference for the previously associated nuclear pattern correspondences put forth in previous literature and outlined in the introduction (Figure 11). For the information-seeking interrogatives, the children used the two rising contours

![Fig. 11: Pie graphs depicting the percentages of occurrence of the nuclear configuration contours for each of the five pragmatic types in Central Catalan child speech. The percentage that commonly corresponds with the contour for each pragmatic type is bolded.](image-url)
L+H* H% (52%) and L* H% (33%) most frequently. This result importantly shows that there is still a priority for the rising contour types over the falling pitch contour H+L* in both the adult and child data. The Central Catalan-acquiring children seem to have acquired the confirmation-seeking interrogatives with relatively high accuracy, as 68% of the confirmation-seeking questions are produced with a falling pitch contour (i.e., the H+L* L% contour), which is the predominant pitch pattern found in the CDS results for confirmation-seeking questions. Similarly, offers are predominantly realized (in 78% of the cases) with the expected L+H* H% pitch contour. However, the child data differed substantially from the adult CDS for the pure echo questions. The children produced 100% of the nuclear configuration patterns with the L+H* H% contour, which was only 22% present in the adult CDS. The adults instead used the L* H% pattern for over half of the cases identified. The pure echo pattern of L+¡H* L% was only found in 22% of cases in the adult CDS data and in none of the children utterances, even though this was the nuclear configuration pattern that the literature previously associated with pure echoes.

Next, we present example utterances from the Central Catalan child data, with each example showing the corresponding nuclear configuration for that type. The first example is comprised of two information-seeking questions, each with the typically associated L* H%: “La Maria Rosa? De les fotos?” ‘Maria Rosa? From the photos?’ uttered by Guillem at age 2;1 (Figure 12). Figure 13 shows the spectrogram, F0 track, and waveform of the same child uttering “El Quim?” ‘Quim

![Fig. 12: Waveform, spectrogram, F0 contour and prosodic labeling of the information-seeking question “La Maria Rosa? De les fotos?” ‘Maria Rosa? From the photos?’ uttered by Guillem at 2;1.](image-url)
Acquisition of yn-interrogatives

[proper name]?', a confirmation-seeking question with the adult-like falling H+L* L% nuclear configuration type. Finally, the last utterance is “Ho tallo?” ‘Can I cut it?’ said by Guillem at age 2;2 and is an example of an offer or request with the typical L+H* H% nuclear configuration pattern (Figure 14).

**Fig. 13:** Waveform, spectrogram, F0 contour and prosodic labeling of the confirmation-seeking question “El Quim?” ‘Quim [proper name]?’ uttered by Guillem at 2;1.

**Fig. 14:** Waveform, spectrogram, F0 contour and prosodic labeling of the offer/request “Ho tallo?” ‘Can I cut it?’ uttered by Guillem at 2;2.

[proper name]?”, a confirmation-seeking question with the adult-like falling H+L* L% nuclear configuration type. Finally, the last utterance is “Ho tallo?” ‘Can I cut it?’ said by Guillem at age 2;2 and is an example of an offer or request with the typical L+H* H% nuclear configuration pattern (Figure 14).
4 Discussion and conclusions

This article has examined a set of 723 utterances from three Catalan-speaking children and two Spanish-speaking children between the ages of approximately 1;5 and 2;4, focusing on the acquisition of form and meaning of interrogative forms in spontaneous interactions. This is the first study to analyze the interrogative pragmatic type/pitch contour mapping in spontaneous speech in Central Catalan and Peninsular Spanish. Critically, the study has compared the results on the correspondences between pragmatic meaning and pitch contour in child speech with those found in child-directed speech data (a total of 867 utterances) from the same corpora.

Both the child speech and CDS were analyzed pragmatically and then independently analyzed prosodically in the AM framework (Pierrehumbert 1980). In this regard, the study has served to confirm that the use of the AM model in early speech offers an effective tool to investigate how children learn the language-specific inventory of phonologically distinct intonation contours of the target language, supporting earlier work by Prieto et al. (2012). This study also lends additional credence to recent reports that F0 melodic contrasts are attained by children very early in production (Prieto & Vanrell 2007; Astruc et al. 2013).

An analysis of the data shows that all of the children in the study performed instances of interrogative forms before the two-word period. This is with the exception of María, whose speech data begin when she has already entered the two-word period, and who has already shown uses of interrogatives at this point. It is likely, following the pattern of the other children, that María also used interrogatives earlier in her grammatical development. Second, the data show that child productions of yes-no interrogatives between 1;5 and 2;4 made use of the majority of pitch patterns that the literature found in the inventory of adult interrogative intonational patterns and also reported in the child-directed speech analysis, for both Spanish and Catalan. Thus, in Spanish, the children produced the same three nuclear intonation configurations (L+H* H%, L* H% and L+¡H* L%) as the adults for the yes-no interrogatives analyzed. In Catalan, the children produced three out of the four of the nuclear intonation patterns found in the adult CDS productions (L+H* H%, H+L* L% and L* H%). Importantly, the nuclear pattern not found in the Catalan children’s database, the L+¡H* L%, was the least frequent pitch contour in the CDS adults’ database.

Regarding the form-meaning analysis, both the adult and the children’s spontaneous data (CDS and child speech, respectively) show that there was no systematic one-to-one correspondence between pitch contours and pragmatic type. Instead, nuclear pitch configurations in interrogatives in both Spanish and Catalan can appear with different pragmatic uses in both child and child-
directed speech data. In both languages, nearly all of the pragmatic types identified had two to four corresponding pitch configurations, and thus we cannot claim that there is just one typical intonation contour for information-seeking, confirmation-seeking, offer, or echo questions. Importantly, even though there was intonational variation within each pragmatic type, the associated intonational contours according to previous literature (see Tables 3 and 4) tended to be dominant for a particular pragmatic type. Only in the case of the Catalan child speech for echoes do we see a one hundred percent correspondence between nuclear contour type and expected pragmatic type. In all of the other cases, the distribution of intonation contours varied to some degree, either confirming predictions (e.g., L+H* H% for offers both in Catalan and Spanish, and confirmation-seeking questions in Catalan) or demonstrating the variability of contour choice (e.g., confirmation-seeking questions in Spanish).

One of the unanticipated cases of form-meaning variability was that of confirmation-seeking questions in Spanish, which received a variety of contours attached to them. In this language, neither the adult CDS nor the child speech produced the confirmation-seeking questions with the nuclear accent contour L+H* H% in the majority of cases as the literature previously identified. Instead, the adults produced the L+¡H* L% contour and the children produced the two rising contours (L* H% and L+H* H%) with almost equal frequency. One possible explanation is that Spanish speakers are using the L+¡H* L% contour for a variety of pragmatic types, making this a productive contour that marks default interrogativity and that can occur in numerous environments. This is similar to recent results by Armstrong (2012) showing that the default interrogative contour in Puerto Rican Spanish (PRS) can adopt a number of different pragmatic meanings, depending on context. Armstrong’s work shows that Puerto Rican Spanish-speaking children use the default pattern in different contexts until they are 33 months old.

Unlike the Spanish-speaking children, the Catalan-speaking children did use the contour typically associated with the confirmation-seeking interrogatives, H+L* L%. This is most likely due to the distinctive nature of the falling accent used for these types in Catalan in comparison to the other nuclear accent patterns present for yn-interrogatives. Thus, even though it is important to note the flexible nature of nuclear contour usage for different pragmatic types, our data from spontaneous speech corpora provide evidence that young children use a variety of interrogative intonation patterns in a pragmatically coherent way to signal communicative intent, confirming earlier accounts (see also Cruttenden 1982; Marcos 1987). Crucially, our results show that most of the intonational form-meaning preferred associations are similar for both child speech and child-directed speech. Since there are few existing studies on the acquisition of the
mapping between intonation and pragmatic meaning, our data represent an initial look into the early mapping patterns for Spanish and Catalan children. Finally, these results highlight the importance of the assessment of the form-meaning correspondences for the understanding of intonational development. Further corpus-based studies as well as controlled experiments are needed to investigate the correspondences between melodic variation and the conveyance of pragmatic meanings.
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